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Terminology
Election: the formal process of selecting a person for public
of�ce or of accepting or rejecting a political proposition by
voting. 
Here: 

 a democratic procedure through which one or more
persons are chosen as executives or representatives in
certain bodies.

Poll:  A poll is an election, or a survey of people's opinions.  
Opinion poll (often simply referred to as a poll or a survey) a
method for collecting information about the views or beliefs of a
given group. Information from an opinion poll can shed light on
and potentially allow inferences to be drawn about certain
attributes of a larger population. When people go to the polls,
they vote. 
Here:

Polls allow decisions to be reached by casting votes.

Ballot:  Presentation of the contest options for a particular voter.
The ballot makes secret voting possible. It is generally believed
that the nature of the ballot in�uences a voter’s choice.  

eVoting: is the process by which a registered voter can submit a
ballot using electronic means, instead of mailing in a piece of
paper or going to a polling place. Generally, voters view their
options on a computer screen and make their selections, much
like taking an online survey.  

To understand electronic voting, it is convenient to consider
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four basic steps in an election process: ballot composition, in
which voters make choices; ballot casting, in which voters
submit their ballots; ballot recording, in which a system records
the submitted ballots; and tabulation, in which votes are
counted. 

Benefits

Typical Election

Step 1 
SETUP

election details
ballot & notice design
voter list

Step2 
VOTING PROCESS

voter gets noti�ed
transparent voting: one vote per voter
voting via various devices
submitted ballot = encrypted/anonymous vote

STEP3 
RESULTS

tabulated automatically
in the form of graphs, voter summaries etc. 
Share the results: online, via your webiste/ email

Question Types
Plurality Voting = First Past the Post
Preferential Ballot (ranked)
Scored Voting (unranked)
Nomination = Write-in
Cumulative Voting
Single Transferable Vote (STV)
Approval Voting

Secrecy / Trustworthiness
Voter Security
Anonymous Voting
Independent Veri�cation
Email Deliverability
1-vote-per-voter garancy
Election Audit
Logged administrator and voter activity
Internal security

Features & Criteria

Basic-Advanced
simple to use
self-service solution
anonymous voting
identi�ed participation
voter veri�ed audit trail
certi�ed results
cloud hosted
real time voting & solutions
multi lingual voting
multi lingual front end
upload list of voters
add last minute voters
upload last minute voters
testing is possible
voting results downloadable/ available online
customizable front end
attach photos/ descriptions to each candidate
weighted voting
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comment boxes for feedback
mass emailing/ periodic relindes
multiple overlapping elections
social media sharing
paper voting support*

List of 30 solutions

*Tested, **out of criteria
1. eBallot
2. Electionbuddy (*)
3. SecuredVoting
4. Simply Voting (*)
5. Association Voting(*)
6. Avante EMS
7. Balloteer
8. BigPulse
9. Clear Ballot

10. CU Ballot
11. Democracy Suite EMS
12. Election Runner
13. Electionware EMS
14. Intelivote
15. myDirectVote
16. nVotes
17. ONLZ
18. OpaVote (*)
19. PCC Election Management
20. Poll Gateway
21. POLYAS
22. RankedVote
23. Scytl
24. Smartic EMP
25. TotalVote
26. Votebox
27. Mixx(**)
28. Nemovote(**)
29. SoGoSurvey(**)
30. Nonpro�t Vote(**)

Systems used for test

Election Buddy
https://electionbuddy.com/

Simply Voting
https://www.simplyvoting.com/

Alternative solutions

Google Meet
https://support.google.com/meet/answer/10165071?hl=en
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Kahoot!
https://kahoot.com/blog/2019/11/06/word-cloud-polls-
kahoot-audience-interaction/

Mentimeter
https://www.mentimeter.com/features/live-polling

Slido
https://www.sli.do/features-live-polling

Zoom
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/213756303-Polling-
for-meetings

Trainers

Jan Boen
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jan-boen-9090411/

Orsolya Suveges
https://www.linkedin.com/in/orsolya-suveges-b044251a9/
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